Masures are generalizations of Bruhat-Tits buildings and the main examples are associated with almost split Kac-Moody groups G over non-Archimedean local fields. In this case, G acts strongly transitively on its corresponding masure ∆ as well as on the building at infinity of ∆, which is the twin building associated with G. The aim of this article is twofold: firstly, to introduce and study the cone topology on the twin building at infinity of a masure. It turns out that this topology has various favorable properties that are required in the literature as axioms for a topological twin building. Secondly, by making use of the cone topology, we study strongly transitive actions of a group G on a masure ∆. Under some hypotheses, with respect to the masure and the group action of G, we prove that G acts strongly transitively on ∆ if and only if it acts strongly transitively on the twin building at infinity ∂∆. Along the way a criterion for strong transitivity is given and the existence and good dynamical properties of strongly regular hyperbolic automorphisms of the masure are proven.
Introduction
Masures were introduced by Gaussent and Rousseau [9] and developed further by Rousseau [18; 19; 20] , Charignon [6] , Gaussent-Rousseau [10] and Bardy-Panse-Gaussent-Rousseau [2] . The theory of masures has been developed in order to make several techniques from Bruhat-Tits theory applicable also in the context of Kac-Moody groups. By Bruhat-Tits theory, with every semi-simple algebraic group G over a nonArchimedean local field K there is associated a "symmetric space", called the affine building of G. More generally, with an almost split Kac-Moody group G over such a field K there is associated a masure whose construction is carried out by suitably modifying the Bruhat-Tits construction. As for buildings, a masure is covered by apartments corresponding to the maximal split tori and every apartment is a finite-dimensional real affine space endowed with a set of affine hyperplanes called walls. At a first glance, a masure looks very much like a Bruhat-Tits building. However, in the case of masures, the set of all walls is not always a locally finite system of hyperplanes and it is no longer true that any two points are contained in a common apartment. For this reason, the word "building" is replaced by the word "masure". Moreover, if we look at infinity of a masure, we obtain a twin building, which is the analogue of the spherical building at infinity associated with a Bruhat-Tits building. As an application, Bardy-Panse, Gaussent and Rousseau [10] , [2] use the construction of masures to define the spherical Hecke and Iwahori-Hecke algebras associated with an almost split Kac-Moody group over a non-Archimedean local field. In [9] the masure is used to make the link (in the representation theory of Kac-Moody groups) between Littelmann's path model and the Mirkovic-Vilonen cycle model. As described above, the theory of masures is a natural generalization of Bruhat-Tits theory to the Kac-Moody situation. As Bruhat-Tits buildings can be interpreted as symmetric spaces over non-Archimedean local fields we mention here that a theory of symmetric spaces for Kac-Moody groups over Archimedean local fields has been recently developed by Freyn, Hartnick, Horn and Köhl in [8] .
Although there are several contributions to the subject, it is fair to say that the theory of masures is not yet in its final form. This is underlined by the fact that there are several basic questions that still need to be answered. Most of these questions are about generalizations of known results from Bruhat-Tits theory and sometimes it is even not clear how to state properly the analogue of such a result in the context of masures.
In [7] two of us generalized a result on strongly transitive actions that has been proved by the first author in joint work with Caprace in [5] for Bruhat-Tits buildings. The result in [5] involves the cone topology on the spherical building at infinity of a Bruhat-Tits building and therefore relies on the fact that the latter is a CAT(0)-space. Unfortunately, it seems that there is no reasonable way to endow a masure with a CAT(0)-metric. However, it turns out that there is nonetheless a canonical cone topology on the set of chambers of the twin building at infinity of a masure. This observation was indeed one of the crucial insights in [7] which made it possible to generalize the results in [5] to masures.
Apart from being useful in this particular context we believe that the cone topology is an important ingredient for the theory of masures. For this reason we provide several basic results regarding the cone topology which show that it has remarkable properties. It turns out that the twin building at infinity of a masure endowed with the cone topology is a "weak topological twin building" in the sense of Hartnick-Köhl-Mars [11] . In that paper, topological twin buildings are constructed by means of the Kac-Peterson topology of a KacMoody group. It turns out that masures provide examples of weak topological twin buildings, and this construction appears to be much more natural and direct than the one given in Hartnick-Köhl-Mars [11] .
Thus the goal of this article is twofold: first we introduce the cone topology on the set of chambers of the twin building at infinity of a masure and study its basic properties, and then we investigate the notion of strong transitivity for masures. Using the cone topology we generalize a result of Caprace-Ciobotaru [5] .
The cone topology on a masure
For any CAT(0) space (e.g. a locally finite affine building, a locally finite tree, etc. ) the cone topology is a natural topology used to study various properties of the visual boundary of the corresponding CAT(0) space. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any reasonable way to endow a masure with a CAT(0) metric. Therefore it is unlikely that we can use the full power of the CAT(0) machinery in the context of masures. However, it turns out that there is still a canonical topology on the set of chambers of the twin building at infinity of a masure which generalizes the cone topology on the visual boundary of a Bruhat-Tits building. The precise definition of the cone topology requires some preparation and it is given in Definition 3.2. It turns out that the cone topology has several remarkable properties and some of them are given in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let ∆ be a masure and let X be the set of chambers of the twin building at infinity of ∆.
(1) The cone topology on the set X of all chambers at infinity of a masure is Hausdorff. We point out that the statement of Theorem 1.1 is meant to give the reader a rough idea about our results on the cone topology. They will be proved among other results given in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 to which we refer for the details. As indicated above, these results provide a link to previous contributions of Kramer [15] and Hartnick-Köhl-Mars [11] on topological twin buildings. Especially in the latter reference the authors discuss several axioms that one could require for a topological twin building. It turns out that the cone topology behaves very nicely in the sense that it satisfies most of them. Our results about the basic properties of the cone topology have been recently complemented by a contribution of Auguste Hébert that is included in this paper as an appendix.
Apart from Theorem 1.1 we shall also present in this introduction a slightly more specific result. This result relies on the notion of a panel tree in a masure, which also plays a crucial role on our results on strongly transitive actions. The concept of a panel tree is well known from the theory of affine buildings and it turns out that it generalizes without any problems to masures. More precisely, let ∆ be a masure and let X be its building at infinity. Then one can associate with any pair (R, R ) of opposite spherical residues of X an affine building ∆(R, R ) which is a "convex" subset of ∆; moreover, there is a canonical identification of R with the spherical building at infinity of ∆(R, R ). As we already mentioned, there is the "usual" cone topology on the boundary ∂∆(R, R ) of ∆(R, R ) which induces a topology τ R on R, that a priori depends on the opposite residue R .
Proposition 1.2. Let ∆ be a masure, let X be its building at infinity, let R be a spherical residue of X and let τ X be the cone topology on X. Then τ X | R = τ R for each residue R that is opposite R in X.
For more details about Proposition 1.2 see Section 2.6 and Remark 3.17.
A topological criterion for strong transitivity
In the second part of the paper we shall provide a criterion which ensures that a group action on a masure is strongly transitive. This criterion involves the cone topology on the twin building at infinity. Its proof relies on a modification of the strategy followed by Caprace-Ciobotaru in [5] .
The notion of a strongly transitive action on a discrete building is crucial for group theoretic applications of buildings since it provides the link to groups with BN-pairs. If the building is no longer discrete (e.g. ℝ-buildings), the standard definition of a strongly transitive action has to be suitably modified in order to adapt the basic machinery (see Section 4.1 below). Thus it is not surprising that there is also a natural definition of a strongly transitive action on a masure. It is given in Rousseau [20, 4.10] , see also Gaussent-Rousseau [10, 1.5] , and it is recalled in Definition 4.6 below. As this definition is somehow involved we omit it in this introduction. The starting point of our investigation is provided by the following: The converse is not true in general: there are examples of group actions on affine buildings or masures which are not strongly transitive on ∆ but which induce a strongly transitive action on X. The following remark provides a basic example of such a situation. Remark 1.4. Let T be a regular tree and let ξ be an end of T. Define A to be the set of all apartments of T not containing ξ at infinity and let G be the group of automorphisms of T fixing ξ . Then G is 2-transitive (equivalently, strongly transitive) on the set E(A) of ends of (T, A). But G is not strongly transitive on (T, A): any g ∈ G stabilizing an apartment A ∈ A fixes the projection of ξ on A.
Suppose that G is a group acting on a masure such that its action on the twin building at infinity is strongly transitive. In view of the example above it is natural to ask for additional conditions which ensure that G acts strongly transitively on the masure. For affine buildings one such condition is the assumption that the apartment system of ∆ is complete. In the locally finite case this is due to Caprace-Ciobotaru, as it follows from Theorem 1.1 in [5] . It was proved later in full generality by Kramer and Schillewaert in [16] .
Although completeness of the apartment system is a most natural assumption, there are important situations where the apartment system is not complete. Moreover, in the case of masures it is even not clear whether there is a sensible definition of a complete apartment system. Thus, it is natural to ask for other conditions which ensure that a strongly transitive action at infinity yields a strongly transitive action on the affine building or masure. In this paper we provide such a condition for masures. It involves the cone topology and the notion of a strongly regular hyperbolic element in the automorphisms group of a masure. It relies on the observation that the strategy used by Caprace-Ciobotaru in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [5] can be modified in such a way that completeness is not needed and -more importantly in our context -that it also works for masures. Before stating our generalization of the main result of [5] it is convenient to provide some information about strongly regular hyperbolic elements in the automorphism group of a masure and to formulate the analogue of the topological condition in [5] for masures.
Strongly regular hyperbolic automorphisms of masures: Let ∆ be a masure and let α ∈ Aut(∆). Then α is called a strongly regular hyperbolic automorphism of ∆ if it has no fixed points in ∆ and stabilizes an apartment A of ∆ on which it induces a translation. Moreover, the direction of the latter is required to be in the Tits cone (up to sign), but should not be contained in any of its walls (see Definition 5.1).
As a side product of our investigation in this paper we obtain the following general fact about strongly regular hyperbolic elements; this fact is a consequence of Lemma 4 
A topological condition for group actions on masures:
The following definition is motivated by one of the assumptions in Theorem 1.1 of [5] : Definition 1.6. Let ∆ be a masure and let G be a group acting by vectorially Weyl automorphisms (see Section 2.4.1) on ∆. Let c ∈ Ch(∂∆), let c op denote the set of chambers in ∂∆ which are opposite to c and let G c denote the stabilizer of c in G. The horospherical stabilizer of c is defined to be the group G 0 c := {g ∈ G c | g fixes a point in ∆}; see Lemma 4.2. We say that G satisfies Condition (Top) if, for each chamber c in ∂∆, the following holds: (Top) The orbits of G 0 c in c op are closed with respect to the topology on c op that is induced from the cone topology on ∂∆.
We are now in the position to state our main result about strongly transitive actions on masures: (ii) G is strongly transitive on ∆.
Remark 1.9. Theorem 1.7 generalizes Theorem 1.1 of [5] . But in the latter theorem, there is a third equivalent condition involving the existence of a commutative spherical Hecke algebra. This existence is proved in [10] for groups strongly transitive on a locally finite masure. We did not investigate here the possibility of a converse result.
Organization of the paper
In Section 2 we explain the background of this article about masures and twin buildings. We add also a less known topic: the affine building (respectively, panel tree) associated with a pair of opposite ideal faces (respectively, panels) at infinity of a masure. In Section 3 we define and study the cone topology on the twin building at infinity of a masure. We prove Theorem 1.1 and several other results that are motivated by the axioms for topological twin buildings discussed in [11] .
In Section 4 we introduce different notions of stabilizers (in particular the horospherical stabilizer) of chambers or pairs of opposite panels at infinity, and prove some technical lemmas about them. We recall the existing definitions of strong transitivity in combinatorial buildings, affine ℝ-buildings and twin buildings, and we define strong transitivity in masures. Two equivalent simpler definitions are given and the Fact 1.3 is proven. A link is also made with a weaker condition (LST) of "locally strong transitivity".
In Section 5 we study the existence and dynamics of strongly regular hyperbolic elements. We prove Proposition 1.5, under the weaker hypothesis (LST) and more generally for masures of affine type, under a technical condition (AGT). This allows us to prove Theorem 1.7 and Corollary 1.8 in Section 6.
Masures

Vectorial data
We consider a quadruple
where V is a finite-dimensional real vector space, W v a subgroup of GL(V) (the vectorial Weyl group), I a finite non-empty set, (α ∨ i ) i∈I a family in V and (α i ) i∈I a free family in the dual V * . We ask these data to satisfy the conditions of Rousseau [18, 1.1] . In particular, the for-
Actually we consider throughout the paper the Kac-Moody case of [18, 1.2] : the matrix = (α j (α ∨ i )) i,j∈I is a generalized (possibly decomposable) Cartan matrix. Then W v is the Weyl group of the corresponding Kac-Moody Lie algebra g , it acts on V and its dual V * with the associated real root system being
We set The Tits cone T (respectively, its interior T ∘ ) is the (disjoint) union of the positive vectorial (respectively, and spherical) faces. Actually T is a geometric realization of the Coxeter complex of W v . The classical geometric realization is the quotient by
We make no irreducibility hypothesis for (V, W v ). So V (and also , ∆ as below) may be a product of direct irreducible factors, which are either of finite, affine or indefinite type, see Kac [14, 4.3] .
When is a genuine Cartan matrix (i.e. when W v is finite), g is a reductive Lie algebra and everything is classical, in particular Φ is finite, Φ im = 0 and T = T ∘ = V.
The model apartment
As in Rousseau [18, 1.4 ] the model apartment is V considered as an affine space and endowed with a family M of walls. These walls are affine hyperplanes directed by Ker(α), for α ∈ Φ. They can be described as
We may (and shall) suppose the origin to be special, i.e. 0 ∈ Λ α for all α ∈ Φ. We define Λ α = ℝ, when α ∈ Φ im . We say that this apartment is semi-discrete if each Λ α with α ∈ Φ is discrete in ℝ; in this case Λ α = k α .ℤ is a non-trivial discrete subgroup of ℝ. Using Lemma 1.3 from Gaussent-Rousseau [10] (i.e. replacing Φ by another system Φ 1 ) we may assume that Λ α = ℤ for all α ∈ Φ. Note that, for W v finite, semi-discrete is equivalent to discrete (which means that the family M of walls is locally finite).
For α ∈ Φ, k ∈ Λ α and M = M(α, k), the reflection r α,k = r M with respect to the wall M is the affine involution of with fixed points this wall M and associated linear involution r α . The affine Weyl group W a is the group generated by the reflections r M for M ∈ M; we assume that W a stabilizes M. Actually W a = W v ⋉ Q ∨ when Λ α = ℤ for α ∈ Φ; the group W a is then a Coxeter group when W v is finite.
An automorphism of is an affine bijection φ : → stabilizing the set of pairs (M, α ∨ ) of a wall M and the coroot associated with α ∈ Φ such that M = M(α, k), with k ∈ ℤ. The group Aut( ) of these automorphisms contains W a and normalizes it.
For α ∈ Φ and k ∈ ℝ, the set
The Tits cone T and its interior T o are convex and W v -stable cones (this is proved in [14, 3.12 ] for T and it is then clear for T o ). Therefore, we can define two W v -invariant preorder relations on :
If W v has no fixed point in V \ {0} and no finite factor, then they are order relations; still, they are not in general: one may have x ≤ y, y ≤ x and x ̸ = y. If W v is finite, both relations are trivial.
Faces, sectors, chimneys etc.
The faces in are associated with the above systems of walls and half-apartments. As in Bruhat-Tits [4] , they are no longer subsets of , but filters of subsets of . For the definition of that notion and its properties, we refer to Bruhat-Tits [4] or Gaussent-Rousseau [9, Definition 2.3]. We endow with its affine space topology. If F is a subset of containing an element x in its closure, the germ of F in x is the filter germ x (F), consisting of all subsets of containing the intersection of F with some neighborhood of x.
If F is a filter of subsets of , its enclosure cl (F) (respectively, closure F) is the filter made of the subsets of containing a set of the form ⋂ α∈Φ∪ Φ im D(α, k α ) that is in F, where k α ∈ Λ α ∪ {∞} (respectively, containing the closure S of some S ∈ F). Its support, denoted by supp(F), is the smallest affine subspace of containing it.
A local face F in the apartment is associated with a point x ∈ (its vertex) and a vectorial face
There is an order on the local faces: the assertions "F is a face of F ", "F covers F " and "F ≤ F " are by definition equivalent to F ⊂ F . The dimension of a local face F is the dimension of its support; if
A local chamber is a maximal local face, i.e. a local face The sector-germ of a sector Q = x + C v in is the filter germ(Q) of subsets of consisting of the sets containing a V-translation of Q, it is well determined by the direction C v . So, the set of translation classes of sectors in , the set of vectorial chambers in V and the set of sector-germs in are in canonical bijection.
A sector-face in is a V-translation f = x + F v of a vectorial face F v = ±w.F v (J), its direction; its type is J. The sector-face-germ of f is the filter F of subsets containing a shortening of f, i.e. a translation f of f by a vector in F v (i.e. f ⊂ f). If F v is spherical, then f and F are also called spherical. < x and strongly regular if moreover y − x is in no wall-direction; its sign is + if x ≤ y and − if x ≥ y (it may be + and −, e.g. if W v is finite). The germ of this ray is the filter germ(δ) consisting of all subsets of which contain a shortening of δ, i.e. δ \ [x, z) for some z ∈ δ.
The masure
In this section, we recall the definition and some properties of a masure given in Rousseau [18] , where the masure is called "masure affine ordonnée".
The apartment system
An apartment of type is a set A endowed with a set Isom
An isomorphism (respectively, a Weyl-isomorphism, respectively, a vectorially Weyl-isomorphism) between two apartments φ : A → A is a bijection such that, for any f ∈ Isom w ( , A) and f ∈ Isom w ( , A ), we have
for the set of all these isomorphisms. All isomorphisms considered in [18] are Weyl-isomorphisms.
As the filters in defined in Section 2.3 (e.g. local faces, sectors, walls, etc. ) are permuted by Aut( ), they are well defined in any apartment of type and preserved by any isomorphism; each such apartment is also endowed with a canonical structure of real affine space. The covering A appearing in the definition of the masure is called the apartment system of the masure ∆.
We say that ∆ is thick (respectively, of finite thickness) if the number of local chambers containing a given (local) panel is ≥ 3 (respectively, finite). If ∆ is thick, then any wall M in ∆ is thick: there are three halfapartments
. For affine buildings the definition of thickness is the same as the one stated above for a masure. The proof of the thickness of any wall is then classical and well known for the discrete affine buildings; for ℝ-buildings that proof is an easy consequence of condition (CO) of Parreau [17, 1.21 ].
An automorphism (respectively, a Weyl-automorphism, respectively, a vectorially Weyl-automorphism) of ∆ is a bijection φ : ∆ → ∆ such that A ∈ A ⇐⇒ φ(A) ∈ A and then φ| A : A → φ(A) is an isomorphism (respectively, a Weyl-isomorphism, respectively, a vectorially Weyl-isomorphism). All isomorphisms considered in [18] are Weyl-isomorphisms.
For x, y ∈ ∆ we introduce the following relation: x ≤ y if, and only if, there is an (or for any) apartment A such that x, y ∈ A and x ≤ A y (i.e. f −1 (x) ≤ f −1 (y) for any f ∈ Isom w ( , A)). This relation is a preorder on ∆, invariant by any vectorially Weyl-automorphism. It is trivial if W v is finite.
Remark 2.2. 1) When W v is finite, a masure of type is the same thing as a (not necessarily discrete) affine building of type that is chimney friendly (i.e. any two chimney-germs are in one apartment). In particular, the buildings associated with valued root data are masures. Actually by Charignon [6] , a discrete affine building is chimney friendly if and only if it is sector friendly (i.e. any two sector-germs are in one apartment). In this article the ℝ-buildings are considered among affine buildings; they are sector friendly by definition.
2) The system of apartments is given with the masure and may not be "complete" (even if ∆ is a building). Actually in Rousseau [19] one obtains masures associated with split Kac-Moody groups over fields endowed with a real valuation, possibly not with a "complete" apartment system. Up to now there is no definition of "complete masures". We shall use actually a substitute; see Definition 2.4 below.
3) After the writing of the first version of this article, Hébert published a preprint [12] that contains interesting simplifications of the above definition of masures and many improvements, in particular about intersections of two apartments.
4) Affine buildings are locally finite if and only if they are discrete and of finite thickness. We shall use these two properties as a substitute of "local finiteness" for masures: Definition 2.3. Let ∆ be a masure. We say that ∆ is locally finite if ∆ is semi-discrete (i.e. the model apartment is semi-discrete) and of finite thickness.
The main examples of thick, semi-discrete (respectively, and of finite thickness) masures are provided by the masures associated with an almost split Kac-Moody group over a field complete with respect to a discrete valuation and with a perfect (respectively, finite) residue field; see [9] , [19] , [6] and [20] .
The building at infinity
1) By (MA3), two spherical sector-faces (or generic rays) are, up to shortening, contained in a common apartment A; we say that they are parallel if one of them is a V-translation of the other one. This does not depend on the choice of A by (MA4) and parallelism is an equivalence relation (the proof in [18] uses the spherical assumption). The parallel class ∂δ of a generic ray δ is called an ideal point or a point at infinity. The parallel class ∂f = ∂F of a spherical sector-face f (or its germ F) is called an ideal face or a face at infinity (an ideal chamber if f is a sector and an ideal panel if f is a sector-panel). The type of ∂f is the type of f. Actually, a chamber at infinity is nothing else than a sector-germ; its type is S.
We write ∂f ≤ ∂f if, for suitable choices of f, f in their parallel classes, we have f ⊂ f . The ordered set of ideal faces of sign ± is (the set of spherical faces of) the building ∂∆ ± with Weyl group W v ; these buildings are twinned (see Rousseau [18, 3.7] ). We write ∂∆ = ∂∆ + ⊔ ∂∆ − and Ch(∂∆) = {ideal chambers}. The type (defined above) of an ideal face is the same as its type defined in the building ∂∆ ± with Weyl group W v . We write face S (c) for the ideal face of type S of an ideal chamber c. When W v is finite, ∂∆ + = ∂∆ − is a spherical building, twinned with itself.
Note that, when ∆ is a masure and not a building, |W v | = ∞, the dimension of its apartments is at least 2 and the rank of its building at infinity ∂∆ is strictly positive.
We say that an ideal point ξ , or an ideal face ϕ, is at infinity of an apartment A (or a wall h, a half apartment H, . . . ) if we may write ξ = ∂δ, ϕ = ∂f, with δ ⊂ A, f ⊂ A (or ⊂ h, ⊂ H, . . . ). We write then ξ ∈ ∂A, ϕ ∈ ∂A (or ∂h, ∂H, . . . ); actually ∂A is a twin apartment in ∂∆. We say that ξ ∈ ϕ if (for suitable choices of δ, f) we have ξ = ∂δ, ϕ = ∂f and δ ⊂ f. Actually we may look at the set |∂∆| of ideals points as a geometric realization of ∂∆ and the condition ξ ∈ ϕ (respectively, ξ ∈ ∂A) describes ϕ (respectively, ∂A) as a subset of |∂∆|. Actually |∂A + |, with its partition in ideal faces, is isomorphic with the quotient of T ∘ by ℝ >0 .
2) From (MA3) and (MA4), we see that a point x ∈ ∆ and an ideal chamber c (respectively, an ideal face ϕ, respectively, an ideal point ξ ) determine, in the parallel class c (respectively, ϕ, respectively, ξ ), a unique sector (respectively, spherical sector face, respectively, generic ray [x, ξ)) with base point (respectively, origin) x. To fix the notation, for a point x ∈ ∆ and an ideal chamber c ∈ ∂∆ (respectively, ideal face ϕ ∈ ∂∆), we denote by Q x,c (respectively, Q x,ϕ ) the sector (respectively, sector face) in ∆ with base point x that corresponds to the chamber at infinity c (respectively, the ideal face at infinity ϕ).
Note that if the sector-face germ F is non-spherical, then there might exist two different apartments in ∆ that can contain two different sectors of base point x ∈ ∆ and with faces both parallel to F but different. This is because in the definition of a masure, there is no axiom stating that for a point and a non-spherical sector-face germ F every apartment of ∆ containing both of them must contain the enclosure of x and F.
Any vectorially Weyl-automorphism φ of ∆ acts on ∂∆ as a type-preserving automorphism; if it stabilizes an ideal face ϕ, it fixes any ideal point ξ ∈ ϕ.
3) Let c be an ideal chamber at infinity of an apartment A. By (MA3) and (MA4), for any x ∈ ∆, there is an apartment A containing x and the sector-germ germ(Q) associated with c, and there is a unique Weylisomorphism φ : A → A fixing germ(Q). So, by the usual arguments, we see that x → φ(x) is a well defined map ρ A,c : ∆ → A, called the retraction of ∆ onto A with center c. Definition 2.4. Let ∆ be a masure. We say that ∆ is locally complete if the apartment system A of ∆ is locallycomplete, i.e. if the following holds:
Take any increasing sequence {H n } n≥0 of half-apartments that are respectively contained in apartments {A n } n≥0 ∈ A and suppose that, for an ideal chamber c ∈ Ch(∂H 0 ), we have
Clearly, for trees, local-completeness is equivalent to completeness of the apartment system. The masures of almost split Kac-Moody groups over complete fields are locally complete.
Twin buildings
Let X = (X + , X − ) be a twin building of type (W, S) and consider it as a set of chambers. We write δ and δ * for its distance and codistance. Let Sph (S, W v 
Recall the following piece of notation, classical or taken from Hartnick-Köhl-Mars [11] : For c ∈ Ch(X) and for every subset S ⊂ S we define the S -residue of c to be res S (c) :
The collection of all S -residues in X is denoted by Res S (X). A residue res S (c) is called spherical if the group W v (S ) = ⟨s | s ∈ S ⟩ is finite (i.e. S itself is spherical); then res S (c) is a spherical building, see e.g. [1, 5.30 ].
In the case of X := Ch(∂∆) as in Section 2.4.2 and if S is spherical, res S (c) is the set of all ideal chambers sharing the same ideal face of type S as the ideal chamber c. We obtain thus a bijection between the set face S (∂∆) of ideal faces of type S in ∂∆ and Res S (X).
The residues of rank one are called s-panels and their set is denoted by Pan s (X) := Res {s} (X). By convention we write P s (c) instead of res {s} (c). The residues of co-rank one are called s-vertices and their set is denoted by V s := Res S\{s} (X). We write vert s (c) := res S\{s} (c). The canonical embedding
sends a maximal simplex to the tuple consisting of its vertices.
Given a spherical residue R ⊆ X ± and a chamber c ∈ X ∓ there exists a unique chamber d ∈ R such that δ * (c, d) is of maximal length in the set δ * (c, R); see [1, Lemma 5.149 ]. This chamber is called the projection of c onto R and is denoted by proj * R (c).
Given a chamber c ∈ X ± and an element w ∈ W we define E w (c) :
<w (c) are defined accordingly, with respect to the strong Bruhat order (also called Bruhat-Chevalley order).
We also define
Affine buildings in masures
Recall that by Section 2.4.2, an ideal face ϕ of ∂∆ is a parallel class of spherical sector-faces; we denote by J ⊂ S its type. Let ϕ be an ideal face opposite ϕ. We denote by ∆(ϕ) the set of all (spherical) sector-face-germs germ(f) with f being in the parallel class ϕ, and by ∆(ϕ, ϕ ) the union of all apartments A in A such that ϕ, ϕ ⊂ ∂A; we denote A(ϕ, ϕ ) the set of all these apartments. Actually, by (MA4), ∆(ϕ, ϕ ) depends only on the "convex hull" of ϕ, ϕ in ∂∆ (a wall if ϕ, ϕ are panels). The faces of ∆(ϕ) correspond to chimney-germs of the same direction as ϕ: if R is such a chimney-germ, then the associated face is the filter F(R) consisting of all subsets of ∆(ϕ) containing {germ(f) ∈ ∆(ϕ) | f ⊂ Σ}, for some Σ ∈ R. This face is a chamber in ∆(ϕ) if the support of R in any apartment is equal to that apartment.
The sector-germs of ∆(ϕ) correspond to sector-germs R in ∆ such that c = ∂R ≥ ϕ: they are the filters F(R) defined as above. In particular, if c ∈ Ch(∂∆) is such that ϕ is a face of c, then the chambers at infinity of ∆(ϕ) correspond to res J (c) which is a spherical building. Up to some identifications, the restricted structure A ϕ is associated with the subroot system generated by
with vectorial Weyl group W v (J). Thus the restriction of e ϕ to A ϕ is the essentialization map that identifies A(ϕ) with the quotient of A by the vector space intersection of the directions of all walls of A ϕ .
Proof. Assertion (1) is a consequence of (MA3) applied to F and a sector-face-germ F with ∂F = ϕ . Then (2) and (3) Remark 2.9. When we endow each A ∈ A(ϕ, ϕ ) with its natural structure of apartment coming from ∆, then ∆(ϕ, ϕ ) has to be considered as a masure that is not thick. In particular, the axioms in the definition of the masure are satisfied; actually ∆(ϕ, ϕ ) is an affine building, except that we added in each apartment many useless walls.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. The apartments A(ϕ) of ∆(ϕ) correspond to apartments A of ∆ with ϕ ∈ ∂A and A(ϕ) = {F = germ(f) ∈ ∆(ϕ) | ∂F ∈ ∂A}. But many apartments A may give the same A(ϕ). Actually A(ϕ) is well determined by two opposite sector-germs in ∆(ϕ) and, by the paragraph before Proposition 2.6, these sector-germs are associated with two sector-germs Q 1 , Q 2 in ∆, i.e. to two ideal chambers c 1 , c 2 , which are opposite in the residue of ϕ. So, by Proposition 2.7, there is one, and only one, apartment B ∈ A(ϕ, ϕ ) such that c 1 , c 2 ∈ ∂B, i.e. B(ϕ) = A(ϕ). This gives a one-to-one correspondence between A(ϕ, ϕ ) and the set of apartments of ∆(ϕ). As ∆(ϕ) is an affine, chimney friendly building, we clearly obtain the theorem from Proposition 2.6 above. 2 Corollary 2.10. Let ∆ be a masure of dimension n. Let σ, σ ⊂ ∂∆ be a pair of opposite panels at infinity. We denote by ∆(σ, σ ) the union of all apartments of ∆ whose boundaries contain σ and σ . Then ∆(σ, σ ) is a closed convex subset of ∆, which is an extended tree, i.e. splits canonically as a product
where T = T(σ, σ ) ≃ ∆(σ) is a (chimney friendly) ℝ-tree whose ends are canonically in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the set Ch(σ) of all ideal chambers having σ as a panel. Under this isomorphism, the walls of ∆, contained in ∆(σ, σ ) and containing σ, σ at infinity, correspond to the subsets of the form {v} × ℝ n−1 where v is a vertex of T.
When ∆ is semi-discrete (respectively, thick, respectively, of finite thickness), then the ℝ-tree T is a genuine discrete (respectively, thick, respectively, of finite thickness) tree. Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.8 or, better, of [18, Section 4.6].
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Remark 2.12. Clearly a masure ∆ is locally complete if and only if the apartment system of any such ℝ-tree T is complete.
Retractions of line segments or rays
The somewhat technical content of this subsection is needed only in the proof of Proposition 3.25.
Let (∆, A) be a masure. Let c be an ideal chamber at infinity of an apartment A ∈ A. It is associated with a vectorial chamber → c in the real vector space If c ∈ Ch(∂∆ + ) (respectively, c ∈ Ch(∂∆ − )) we assume that π 1 is increasing (respectively, decreasing) for the order ≤. This means that x ≤ y (respectively, y ≤ x).
We consider the retraction ρ = ρ A,c and the image π = ρ ∘ π 1 of the path π 1 . Proof. We may reduce to the case of a segment. Unfortunately the references above deal with an opposite case: we have to identify ( → A , → c ) with (V, −C v f ) and consider the reverse path π 1 , defined by π 1 (t) = π 1 (1 − t); so its image under ρ is defined by π(t) = π(1 − t). From Theorem 6.2 in [9] (see also Proposition 6.1 there), we obtain that π = ρ ∘ π 1 is a Hecke path. Hence π is piecewise linear and we have π
so π is piecewise linear and π ± (t) = −π ± (1 − t) ∈ W v .λ with λ = −μ ∈ ⃗ c. Moreover, π ± (t) = w ± (t).μ (with w ± (t) of minimal length) and, by Lemma 5.4 in [9] we have w − (t) ≥ w + (t) ≥ w − (t ) ≥ w + (t ) for t < t . So, for π, we obtain π ± (t) = w ± (t).λ with w ± (t) = w ∓ (1 − t) and the expected inequalities for the w ± (t) are satisfied.
2
The cone topology on masures
Let ∆ be a masure. As in the case of CAT(0) spaces we would like to define a topology on the realization |∂∆| of the boundary ∂∆ of the masure ∆ which does not depend on the chosen base point. Recall that a masure is not necessarily a geodesic metric space, therefore we cannot apply the CAT(0) theory. Still, we can define a cone topology on the set of all chambers Ch(∂∆) at infinity of ∆, as in in Section 3.1. This topology has interesting dynamical properties (see Proposition 6.1 below), as well as other natural properties that are presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Definition of the cone topology
By a chamber at infinity of ∆ we mean the interior of it and we choose, in any chamber c at infinity, an ideal point ξ c , called its barycenter. We ask that any vectorially Weyl-isomorphism φ between apartments in ∆ permutes these barycenters: φ(ξ c ) = ξ φ(c) . Moreover, for any two opposite ideal chambers c and c − , we require that the corresponding barycenters ξ c and ξ c − are also opposite. Actually, we choose ξ c for c = ∂C v f . Then ξ c is uniquely and well defined for any c ∈ X ± by the above conditions, as the vectorially Weyl-isomorphisms between apartments in ∆ induce the type-preserving isomorphisms between apartments in ∂∆. x,r ,c . We have proved that the cone topology associated with the family ξ is finer than the one associated with η. By symmetry, the result follows.
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Remark 3.4. When the masure ∆ is a (chimney friendly) affine building, ∆ is endowed with a Euclidean metric and it is well known that it is a CAT(0) space. Then the boundary ∂∆ defined in Section 2.4.2 is contained in the visual boundary ∂ ∞ ∆ of ∆ as defined in [3] (it may be different if the apartment system is not complete). The cone topology of Definition 3.2 clearly coincides with the restriction on Ch(∂∆) of the cone topology defined in [3] on ∂ ∞ ∆. 2) Suppose that ∆ ⊂ ∆ is a "sub-masure" of ∆; this means that ∆ is union of some apartments of ∆ that also satisfy the axioms of Definition 2.1. Then Ch(∂∆ ) ⊂ Ch(∂∆). It is clear that the cone topology on Ch(∂∆ ) viewed as a masure itself, coincides with the restriction on Ch(∂∆ ) of the cone topology on Ch(∂∆) (assuming that the base point x is in ∆ ).
For example this is the case when ∆ = ∆(ϕ, ϕ ) (as in Theorem 2.8), with apartments endowed with their natural structure of apartments coming from ∆ (see Remark 2.9).
Let us now consider the affine building ∆ = ∆(ϕ, ϕ ), where any apartment A ∈ A(ϕ, ϕ ) is endowed with its restricted structure of apartment Recall that (by Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.8), for an ideal chamber c with ϕ ≤ c and J the type of ϕ, the set Ch(∂∆ ) is the residue res J (c).
Basic properties of the cone topology
We want to verify basic properties of the cone topology on Ch(∂∆), where ∆ is a masure. Many of these properties are inspired by Kramer [15] and Hartnick-Köhl-Mars [11] . Recall also the notation of Section 2. 5 .
In what follows we let X := Ch(∂∆). Recall that E * Proof. By Proposition 3.11, E * 1 (c) is open in X and by Corollary 3.12, P s (c) is closed in X. Then the first part of the corollary is a consequence of Proposition 3.14 by replacing res J (c) with P s (c), for s ∈ S. The final assertion is then proved as in [11, Proposition 3.5] , using some twin-building-arguments. 
Remark 3.17 (Proof of Proposition 1.2).
When ∆ is an affine (extended) building, the hypotheses of Lemma 3.16 are clearly satisfied where V 0 is the group of automorphisms that induce on each apartment A the group of translations → V 0 that is determined by the vector space intersection of the directions of all walls in A. Therefore, Lemma 3.16 applies in the situation of Theorem 2.8. By Remark 3.10.2), Theorem 2.8 and this Lemma 3.16 , the cone topology on Ch(∂∆(ϕ)) = Ch(∂∆(ϕ, ϕ )) coincides with the topology induced by the cone topology of Ch(∂∆). As a conclusion, when ∆ is a masure, the induced cone topology on any spherical residue in Ch(∂∆), which is a spherical building, is described classically through an affine (essential) building. This concludes the proof of Proposition 1.2. Proof. Let σ ⊂ ∂∆ be the panel at infinity corresponding to P, i.e. P is the set Ch(σ) of all ideal chambers having σ as a panel. We choose an opposite panel σ ⊂ ∂∆. By Corollary 2.10 there is in ∆ an extended tree ∆(σ, σ ) ≃ T × ℝ n−1 , where T is an ℝ-tree whose set of ends Ω is in one-to-one correspondence with Ch(σ). As ∆ is locally finite, T is a genuine (i.e. discrete) tree and, as ∆ is locally complete, the apartment system of T is complete; so Ω is compact. We have seen, by Lemma 3.16 and Remark 3.17 , that the topologies on Ω = Ch(∂T) and on Ch(∂∆(σ, σ )) coincide. Therefore, the residue P is compact.
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Corollary 3.19. Let ∆ be a masure. Assume that ∆ is locally finite and locally complete. Then for each s ∈ S there exists a compact panel P ∈ Pan s (X ± ).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.18. Proof. The quotient topology on Res S (X ± ) (respectively, V ± s ) is the finest such that the canonical map res S : Proof. We fix a base point x for the topology on face S (∂∆ ± ). We have to prove that the map face S : X ± → face S (∂∆ ± ) is continuous and open. Furthermore, both Res S (X ± ) and face S (∂∆ ± ) are endowed with the quotient topologies of the cone topology on X ± by the surjective map res S identified with face S .
Indeed, let We prove that Res ± S is Hausdorff. Indeed, take σ 1 ̸ = σ 2 ∈ Res ± S and consider c i ∈ σ i ⊂ X, for i ∈ {1, 2}. We have c 1 ̸ = c 2 and σ i = res S (c i ) for i ∈ {1, 2} (using the notation in Section 2.5). Consider an apartment A ∈ A such that c 1 , c 2 ∈ Ch(∂A) and take a point x ∈ A as a base point for the cone topology on X. Let w := δ(c 1 , c 2 ) . As c 1 and c 2 do not share their face of type S , we have w ∉ W v (S ). Thus w contains some s ∈ S \ S in any reduced decomposition. Moreover, every w with w ≥ w, with respect to the Bruhat-Chevalley order, does contain s in any reduced decomposition.
Take U := U x,r,c 1 
Note that for π 1 (t) ∈ [x, r ) we have w + (t) = w. Therefore, we have obtained that δ(d 1 , d 2 ) contains s in any reduced decomposition, thus d 1 and d 2 cannot share a face of type S ⊂ S \ {s}. This is a contradiction to our assumption, and the conclusion follows. Proof. The topology on ∏ J∈Σ Res J (X ± ) is the product topology given by the topology on every Res J (X ± ). Recall that the topology on Res J (X ± ) is the finest topology such that the canonical map res J : X ± → Res J (X ± ) is continuous, i.e. a subset U of Res J (X ± ) is open if and only if res
is open in X ± with respect to the cone topology on X.
Note that the map ι is injective and continuous. Indeed, by the hypothesis on Σ, the union of all faces (of some chamber) having the type in Σ is in no wall; so this chamber is uniquely determined by its faces having the type in Σ and we have that ι is injective. The continuity follows from the fact that the canonical maps res J : X ± → Res J (X ± ) are continuous, for every J ∈ Σ.
To prove that ι is a homeomorphism onto its image it is enough to prove that ι is an open map onto its image. Indeed, to prove this it is sufficient to show that, for every standard open neighborhood U of X ± with respect to the cone topology, the set ι(U) is open in the image ι(X ± ) that is endowed with the topology induced from the topology on ∏ J∈Σ Res J (X ± ).
Let c ∈ X ± , x ∈ ∆ and r ∈ (x, ξ c ). Denote by A an apartment containing x and containing the chamber c at infinity. Let c − be the chamber opposite c in ∂A. We have ι(U x,r,c ) = {(res Recall that for a spherical face ϕ at infinity of ∆ and a point z ∈ ∆ there exists a uniquely defined sector face Q z,ϕ with base point z and ideal face ϕ. This might not be the case when J ⊂ S is not spherical.
For J ∈ Σ, let ϕ J (respectively, ϕ J ) be the ideal face of type 
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Remarks 3.28. A natural choice for Σ is the set Σ p := {{s} | s ∈ S}, the corresponding residues being the panels. Another natural choice would be the set Σ v := {S \{s} | s ∈ S} with vertices as residues: by Proposition 3.27 this is possible when each S \ {s} is spherical (i.e. essentially, when W v is of finite, affine or strictly hyperbolic type). In this case, the canonical embedding
is a homeomorphism onto its image, with respect to the cone topology on X and the product topology on ∏ s∈S V ± s .
Comparison with other topologies
In this subsection we compare the properties proved above for the cone topology on Ch(∂∆), when ∆ is a masure, with the axioms introduced in Kramer [15] and Hartnick-Köhl-Mars [11] for abstract twin buildings. Lemma 3.13 is axiom (TTB1) from [11] . Proposition 3.14 is a generalization of axiom (TTB2) of [11] and the first part of Corollary 3.15 is exactly that axiom. Proposition 3.18 is axiom (TTB4+) and its Corollary 3.19 is axiom (TTB4). Therefore, when ∆ is locally finite and locally complete, Ch(∂∆) is a weak topological twin building in the terminology of [11] . Lemma 3 .21, Proposition 3.22 and Proposition 3.25 for the case of vertices are respectively, axioms (TTB5), (TTB6), (TTB1+) from [11] . Proposition 3.27 is a generalization of axiom (TTB7) from [11] that is stated in Remark 3.28). Actually (TTB7) is essential to make the link between the point of view of [11] and the one of [15] . One may remark that Kramer [15] is studying essentially the affine twin building case and in that case, the axiom (TTB7) is proven to be true (see Remark 3.28)) in the context of the cone topology.
The definition of topological twin buildings that are studied in [11] involves axioms (TTB1), (TTB2), (TTB4) that are presented above and also the following axiom:
(TTB3) There exist chambers c ± ∈ X ± such that X ± = lim → E ≤w (c ± ). This equality is clear set-theoretically, but one wants it topologically. More precisely, we say that a topological space Y is the direct limit of subspaces Following [11] , a weak topological twin building (i.e. a twin building endowed with a topology satisfying (TTB1), (TTB2), (TTB4)) may be endowed with a "completed" topology (i.e. the finest topology inducing the given topology on each Schubert variety E ≤w (c ± )) and one obtains a topological twin building.
Actually the cone topology never satisfies (TTB3) if W v is infinite and ∆ is thick. This is Proposition 7.1 in the Appendix by Hébert. Still, the cone topology studied in this current article is natural and has many good and useful properties, as it was proven in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. It is not clear whether the associated completed topology (i.e. the topological twin building) is better than the cone topology.
Stabilizers and strong transitivity in masures
We recall now the definition of strongly transitive actions, for combinatorial buildings as well as for affine ℝ-buildings and twin buildings. Definition 4.1. Let ∆ be a combinatorial (hence discrete) building (respectively, an affine ℝ− building) and let A be the (not necessarily complete) apartment system defining ∆. Let G ≤ Aut(∆). We say that G acts strongly transitively on ∆ if G acts transitively on the set A of apartments and if, for one (so every) apartment A ∈ A, the stabilizer Stab G (A) of A in G acts transitively on the set Ch(A) of chambers in A (respectively, induces on A a group containing the affine Weyl group W a ).
Let ∆ be a twin building with apartment system A = (A + , A − ) and G ≤ Aut(∆). We say that G acts strongly transitively on ∆ if G acts transitively on the set of all twin apartments A = (A − , A + ) ∈ A and Stab G (A) acts transitively on Ch(A + ) (so also on Ch(A − )), for every twin apartment A = (A − , A + ) in A. Note that this last definition is purely combinatorial, hence independent of any choice of a geometric realization of ∆.
We now reproduce some results in Caprace-Ciobotaru [5, Section 3] , where affine buildings are studied. We only translate these results into the language of masures. We prove that β c is a group homomorphism whose kernel coincides with
. This implies that for β c to be a group homomorphism it is enough to consider a point y far away in the interior of the sector Q x,c such that ρ A,c (h(y)) = h(y). We have
It is clear from the definition that G 0 c is contained in the kernel of β c . Every element g ∈ Ker(β c ) fixes a point in the intersection A ∩ g(A) , hence g ∈ G 0 c . The conclusion follows. 
Thus the G 0 c -orbit of d is indeed invariant by G c,c , as claimed. It follows that the H-orbits on c op coincide with the G 0 c -orbits.
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In this section we also verify an analogue criterion for strong transitivity as in Caprace-Ciobotaru [5, Section 3] . We first give a definition. Definition 4.5. Let ∆ be a masure and let G ≤ Aut(∆) be a group of automorphisms. Let A be an apartment of ∆. We say that a subset (or a filter) Ω of the apartment A is G-friendly if, for any two apartments A , A containing Ω, there is g ∈ G
For Ω a local chamber or a sector-germ, Ω is G-friendly if, and only if, G 0 Ω is transitive on the set of all apartments containing Ω: this is a consequence of (MA2) and (MA4) as two isomorphisms A → A fixing Ω are necessarily equal; this implies in particular that the corresponding isomorphism is Weyl. In the same way, we also obtain that G [20, 4.10] ). Let ∆ be a masure and let G be a subgroup of Aut(∆). We say that G acts strongly transitively on ∆ if any isomorphism involved in the axioms (MA2), (MA4) may be chosen to be the restriction of an element of G. This means that each of the sets cl A (F) appearing in (MA2) and cl A (R ∪ F) appearing in (MA4) is G-friendly.
The Kac-Moody groups as in the example of Section 2.4.1 act strongly transitively by vectorially Weylautomorphisms on the corresponding masures, see [9] and [19] in the split case and [20] in the general almost split case. (ii) ⇒ (i): First we claim that the enclosure cl(F) of any local face F of the masure ∆ is G-friendly. Indeed, if there exist two apartments A and A such that F ⊂ A ∩ A , we consider a local chamber C of A and a local chamber C of A such that both cover F. By Rousseau [18, Proposition 5.1] there is an apartment A of ∆ containing cl(C) and cl(C ) (both containing cl(F)). Applying our hypothesis to (C, A, A ) and (C , A , A ) , the claim follows.
We need to verify that all isomorphisms involved in the definition of the masure are induced by elements of G. Therefore, letΩ = cl A (F) orΩ = cl A (R ∪ F) be as in the axiom (MA2) or (MA4). We consider a closed convex subset Ω ⊂ supp(Ω) such that cl(Ω) contains the filterΩ and is contained in the intersection A ∩ A of two apartments A, A of ∆. But in cl(Ω) one can find a (maximal) local face F 1 such that F 1 ⊂ cl(Ω) ⊂ supp(cl(F 1 )), where supp(cl(F 1 )) is the unique affine space of minimal dimension that contains cl(F 1 ). For this face F 1 we apply our above claim and we obtain an element g in the pointwise stabilizer G
is a Weyl-isomorphism and g fixes pointwise the closed face cl(F 1 ). As cl(F 1 ) ⊂ cl(Ω) ⊂ supp(cl(F 1 )) and g is an affine isomorphism from A onto A , we also have that g fixes (pointwise) cl(Ω) ⊃Ω. The conclusion follows.
(iii) ⇒ (ii): Let C be a local chamber contained in the intersection of two apartments A and A of ∆. Let x be a vertex of C and consider in A the sector Q x with base point x that contains the chamber C. Then A ∩ A contains a neighborhood C of x in Q x and so that C ⊂ C . Let y be a point in the interior of C . Take the sector in A of the form Q y := Q x + (y − x) ⊂ Q x . In the apartment A consider the sector Q y with base point y that contains the vertex x, hence which is opposite Q y . Note that Q y ∩ Q x is a small neighborhood of x (respectively, of y) in Q x (respectively, in Q y ). By Lemma 3.8 there is an apartment A containing the sectors Q x and Q y . So A contains Q x ⊂ cl A ({x}∪ Q y ) and Q x ∩ Q y is an element of the filter C. By the hypothesis, applied successively to (Q x , A, A ) and (Q y , A , A ) , we obtain the conclusion. Proof. By the axiom (MA3), it is clear that G is transitive on the set of all apartments of (∆, A). It remains to prove that the stabilizer Stab G (A) of an apartment A ∈ A is transitive on the set Ch(∂A + ). To obtain this it is enough to prove that the affine Weyl group W a is contained in Stab G (A).
First, consider three half-apartments H 1 , H 2 , H 3 ⊂ ∆ that have a wall h in common with h = H i ∩ H j for i ̸ = j. We claim there exists an element g ∈ G such that g fixes H 1 and g(H 2 ) = H 3 . In particular, we obtain that g(A 2 ) = A 3 , where A 2 = H 1 ∪ H 2 and A 3 = H 1 ∪ H 3 . Indeed, let Q 1 be a sector in H 1 such that it admits a sector-panel-germ at infinity of h, which is denoted by F 1 . Consider at infinity of h a sector-panel-germ F 2 that is opposite F 1 . Let Q 2 (respectively, Q 3 ) be a sector in H 2 (respectively, H 3 ) that contains F 2 at infinity. One notes that Q 1 and Q 2 (respectively, Q 3 ) are of opposite direction in A 2 (respectively, A 3 ). We apply axiom (MA4) for germ(Q 1 ) and F 2 and to the apartments A 2 and A 3 . Then, there exists a Weyl-isomorphism g ∈ G such that g(A 2 ) = A 3 and g fixes cl A 2 (germ(Q 1 ), F 2 ) pointwise. Note that
Let now h be a wall of the apartment A and denote by H 1 , H 2 the half-apartments of A such that ∂H 1 = ∂H 2 = h. We claim that there exists g ∈ W a ≤ Stab G (A) such that g is a reflection with respect to the wall h. Indeed, as the masure is thick, by Rousseau [18, Proposition 2.9] there exists a third half-apartment
From the above claim, applied three times, we obtain an element g ∈ Stab G (A) with the desired properties. In particular, as g fixes pointwise the wall h, we have g ∈ W a and the conclusion follows.
Definition 4.10. Let (∆, A) be a masure that is not a tree (or an extended tree) and let G be a vectorially Weyl subgroup of Aut(∆). Let σ, σ ⊂ ∂∆ be a pair of opposite panels and denote by ∆(σ, σ ) the union of all apartments of (∆, A) whose boundaries contain σ and σ . By Corollary 2.10 consider the panel tree T(σ, σ ) := (T(σ, σ ), A(σ, σ )) associated with σ and σ . Let G σ,σ be the stabilizer in G of σ, σ . We say that G satisfies condition (LST) if for each pair of opposite panels (σ, σ ) the subgroup G σ,σ acts strongly transitively (as in Definition 4.1) on the panel tree T(σ, σ ). We say that a group acting on an (extended) tree satisfies condition (LST) if it acts strongly transitively on the associated (quotient) tree. Proof. The ends of T(σ, σ ) correspond to the ideal chambers in Ch(σ). It is well known (and a consequence of Proposition 4.7 and Remark 4.8 above) that a group H acting on a tree is strongly transitive if, and only if, the horospherical stabilizer H 0 e of an end e of T(σ, σ ) is transitive on the apartments containing this end e. To such an end e there are associated a unique ideal chamber c in Ch(σ) and its unique projected ideal chamber c in Ch(σ ); see Section 2.6. We consider the associated sector germs c = germ(Q) and c = germ(Q ). As G is strongly transitive on ∆, the subgroup G . Let ∆ be a masure and let A be an apartment of ∆. With respect to the affine structure of A, a line ℓ ⊂ A is called strongly regular, if its points at infinity lie in the interior of two opposite chambers of the twin building at infinity of ∆. This also means that both associated ray-germs are strongly regular. In particular, A is the unique apartment of ∆ containing the strongly regular line ℓ.
By definition, γ ∈ Aut(∆) is called hyperbolic if there is an apartment A of ∆ and a translation axis in A, i.e. a line in A along which γ acts like a translation. Note that in general Aut(∆) can contain more types of elements than just elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic ones (if they exist). Moreover, a hyperbolic element γ of Aut(∆) is called strongly regular if it admits a strongly regular translation axis (i.e. there exists an apartment A of ∆ and a strongly regular geodesic line in A which is a translation axis of γ). We remark the following. Fix two different walls h 1 and h 2 of the apartment A of direction ker α and let g 1 , g 2 ∈ Stab G (A) be two reflection-translations corresponding respectively, to the walls h 1 and h 2 . Then g 1 ∘ g 2 ∈ Stab G (A) is a translation element whose translation vector is not in ker α. In particular, we notice that the projection of the translation vector of g 1 ∘ g 2 in the direction ker α equals the sum of the translation vectors of g 1 and g 2 . Moreover, the projection of the translation vector of g 1 ∘ g 2 in the direction of α ∨ depends on the "euclidean distance" |α(h 2 ) − α(h 1 )| between the walls h 1 and h 2 .
Let γ := g 1 ∘ g 2 . For every reflection-translation g ∈ Stab G (A) of wall h g of direction ker α, we have that γ n gγ −n ∈ Stab G (A) is a reflection-translation of wall γ n (h g ) whose translation vector is the translation vector of g. To conclude our last claim, one can choose two walls h 1 and h 2 of direction ker α in the same orbit of the group ⟨γ⟩ that are very far away and two reflection-translations g 1 , g 2 ∈ Stab G (A) corresponding respectively to h 1 and h 2 . By the remark above, g 1 ∘ g 2 ∈ Stab G (A) is a translation and the projection of its translation vector in the direction α ∨ can be made very big, depending on the distance between h 1 and h 2 . In particular, the translation vector of g 1 ∘ g 2 can be made almost collinear to α ∨ as we want. The claim follows.
Finally, to construct a strongly regular hyperbolic element, we choose a base of roots (α i ) i∈I . By the hypothesis on the type of (V, W v ), we get some ℤ-linear combination ∑ i∈I n i α ∨ i which is in C v f , see Kac [14, Th. 4.3] . But from above, we get a fixed neighborhood U of 0 in V and elements g i,n ∈ Stab G (A) inducing translations with vector in nr i α ∨ i + U, for every i ∈ I and some r i ∈ (0, +∞). Therefore, for some N i big (with all N i r i /n i almost equal), the product ∏ i∈I g i,N i (in any order) will be the desired hyperbolic element. c is transitive on c op (apply the definition of strong transitivity to the situation of (MA2) with F the sector-germ associated with the ideal chamber c); in particular Condition (Top) is satisfied. Therefore, our hypothesis (Top) together with the dynamics at infinity are necessary to obtain Theorem 1.7 that is recalled below. (ii) G acts strongly transitively on the twin building at infinity ∂∆.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. The implication (i) ⇒ (ii) is Proposition 4.9. Now we prove (ii) ⇒ (i). Let c ∈ Ch(∂∆), c ∈ c op and let A be the unique apartment in ∆ whose boundary contains c and c . By hypothesis G contains a strongly regular hyperbolic element. As G is strongly transitive on ∂∆, G acts transitively on the set A of all apartments of ∆, hence every apartment in ∆ admits a strongly regular hyperbolic element in G. Moreover, there exists a strongly regular hyperbolic element γ of G c,c ≤ G such that c, respectively c , is the unique chamber at infinity that contains in its interior the repelling, respectively the attracting, point of γ.
Applying Proposition 6.1 to the strongly regular element γ ∈ G c,c with its unique translation apartment A we obtain that c is an accumulation point for every G 0 c G c,c -orbit in c op , with respect to the cone topology on Ch(∂∆). By our hypothesis, every G 0 c -orbit in c op is closed in the cone topology on Ch(∂∆), and so is every Proof. Let s ∈ W v be a reflection such that ℓ(s ) > ℓ(w) + 1 + ℓ(s α ), where s α is as in Lemma 7.3 . Let M be the fixed wall of s and M = ϕ w (M ). We prove the existence of an apartment A 1 such that
• A w ∩ A 1 is a half-apartment containing [0, r w ] in its interior,
• the wall of A w ∩ A 1 is parallel to M ,
• for all x ∈ A w , A w ∩ A 1 does not contain Q x,c Aw .
Indeed, let D be a half-apartment of A w satisfying the following conditions:
• D contains [0, r w ] in its interior,
• the wall of D is parallel to M ,
